You can make a difference by giving to CAP in 2009 and beyond. We are happy to report that the number of alumni giving back in fiscal year 2008-09 was up 27%, and the amount of gifts received increased by 38%. Your (gift) "pay for penalty" it the invaluable experience you received enrolled as a CAP student.

Student Scholarships

Scholarship assistance makes a significant impact on the lives and professional aspirations of our students—today and tomorrow. Assistance includes academic merit scholarships, named scholarships, and the Eiteljorg Scholarship program. Many scholarship sponsors support student projects, fellowships, research opportunities, and student travel grants. Scholarships support students during the academic year, specific majors, exceptional academic abilities, and leadership potential.

Academic Programs and Departments

Support the College for research advances in excellent programs that garner national recognition. Your gifts promote collaboration, interdisciplinary, and innovative learning experiences that meet the changing educational needs of our students. Your gift will allow us to make academic enhancements at Ball State University to achieve a stronger national reputation. Scholarships County to students is one of the most beneficial investments you can make. Scholarships support new students and students returning to college.
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Six multidisciplinary design teams were assembled and developed conceptual plans for six potential transit linear stations: a transit development site along the Nickel Plate Trail; a park and nature education station along the town of Noblesville; from the chartermates studios, each student in the studio continued with the programmatic components of the development strategies and designed a transit development along the Nickel Plate Trail or another potential future transit trail in Indianapolis.

These are the objectives, which guided the designs:

- Creating spatial character and identity within the neighborhood transit site
- Designing a lively public space for social discourse and animation
- Developing a pedestrian environment within a mass transit system
- Incorporating transportation modes in a seamless way by merging use technologies for resource recovery and energy production, mixed-use developments, and a non-car-based urban lifestyle.

A live/work prototype for the hot-rod culture along a future rail line in Clermont.

Amber Agan

The studio unites almost a century of combined experience in design instruction of the resident instructors (Professors Koester, Fisher and Culp) with the expertise of three of the leading lighting design professionals in the nation (John Bower of Bens Light Design/Portland; Design Gary Staffy of Gary Staffy Design; Art Angel, Phildge; and Paul Zafirou, president and principal of Lum Partners, Cambridge, Massachusetts) to provide the students with an extraordinary learning experience. “The students have come with a knowledge of lighting design that is extremely rare in architecture schools across the nation, a qualification that will serve them well in their professional careers.”

Student teams produced design for a library/recessed in downtown Muncie and familiarized themselves with the “tools of the trade” and selected design evaluation tools and instrument families in their designs using CIBSE’s custom-designed hodographs and mirror boxes artificial light and AGI’s computer-aided design software to simulate and psychophysical lighting standards on the library.

The Architecture Library

The Architecture Library offers students and faculty members 27,000 print volumes, more than 100 current periodical subscriptions and a variety of online resources. Nancy, a full-time archivist, Carol Street, and plans are underway to digitize this vital collection of Indiana archival expertise of the University Libraries, CAP and the University Libraries have reached an agreement that will serve them well in their professional careers.

Northwestern scene with integrated transit station was the team of Toshito. Yuki.